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as the game is being played, ash reminisces about the trip to the ancient
region of hisui with his friends. the last time they were in hisui was when

they were playing pikachu's mystery dungeon. while it can still be
played, the game itself isn't currently in development. elsewhere, damos

approaches arceus, who is alive and well. arceus asks why he has
betrayed him, and damos explains that he just wanted to be on his own.
arceus appears to be relieved to hear this, but while trying to reach out

to damos, he loses control of his body and becomes a living pillar of
silver light. as he looks on, they all witness his victory over arceus, and
they quickly retreat to the tower to escape his destruction. ash, misty,

brock and charmander enter the tower to return to their world, but
sheena tries to steal the jewel, the one thing that can bring back arceus.
sheena seeks a way to kill arceus, and wants the jewel herself. sheena
uses some kind of power to transform the train into a pair of black and

red shaped vehicles, and takes the jewel. however, she ignores the
rescue plan and flees in it. ash and the others then head to the train, and
as they follow sheena, the rest of the group arrives at the spacetime rift
and the train, which is surrounded by a void. arceus then appears and

battles the train, but the two fight side-by-side, as if they are best
friends. arceus then blasts sheena's vehicle with a lightning bolt, but
brock throws a stone and it appears to cut the train into pieces. they
then attempt to restore arceus to its normal self with the jewel of life,

but it's too late, and his universe begins to collapse.
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